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to the proportion of that belonging to the particles in their
natural state/'
Then he describes experiments which prove that the
amount of electricity required to decompose a grain of water
is extraordinarily large. For instance, 800,000 discharges
of a certain Leyden jar would appear to be necessary.
Another experiment confirms the "high electric condition
of the particles of matter and the identity as to quantity
of that belonging to them with that necessary for their separa-
tion" . . . "The electricity which decomposes and that which
is evolved by the decomposition of a certain quantity of matter
are alike" . . . "The harmony which this theory of the
definite evolution and the equivalent definite action of
electricity introduces into the associated theories of definite
proportions and electro-chemical affinity is very great.
According to it the equivalent weights of bodies are simply
those quantities of them which contain equal quantities of
electricity or have naturally equal electric powers, it being
the electricity which determines the equivalent number,
because it determines the combining force. Or, if we adopt
the atomic theory or phraseology, then the atoms of bodies
which are equivalents to each other in their ordinary
chemical action have equal quantities of electricity naturally
associated with them. But I must confess I am jealous of
the term atom^ for though it is very easy to talk of atoms, it
is very difficult to form a clear idea of their nature, especially
when compound bodies are under consideration/' (January,
1834.) As Helmholtz explained in 1881, this implies the
existence of the electron or atom of electricity, Faraday did
not completely assert the existence of an electron because,
following his teacher Davy, he was not sympathetic to
atomic theories. He was more sensitive to the limitations
than the powers of the atomic theory of chemistry. This
theory was not logically established until 1858, when
Cannizzaro showed that Avogadro's hypothesis of the dis-
tinction between atoms and molecules would explain all
apparent contradictions concerning the chemical equivalent
weights of the elements. Faraday's chief contribution to
science was the conception of the field of physical forces

